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The Problem of our Culture



Today—The Body is seen

…as an ENEMY...

to my freedom, 
to my identity.

-R.R. Reno correctly diagnosing the problem in 

First Things Magazine. 



Outline of Talk
1. Loving Responses that Guide to the Truth

A. The gift of self by receiving (receiving them and their 
story) as the Starting Point

B. The gift of self by giving (at the right time—Pope 
Francis speaks of it takes time to accompany 
someone) the truth of God’s design.

C. The gift of self--fruitfulness (follow up, private vs. public).
II. Preventing Confusion, through Love and Truth

A. If you see a body, you see a person. The only fitting 
response to a person is love. (PERSONalist Norm)

B. For little ones, the BODY is good. Boy body, girl body.
C. For older children, form them not just in Revelation: CTT, 

science, sociology, and then TOB, including Natural Law, 
the body as gift, the body as an archetype not stereotype, 
the Common Good, one’s true self based on God’s 
design and one’s goal: Vocation on earth and Eternal Life.



Submit to the “Other” as a Gift

TOB 13:4. © Copyright 2014 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.

“[Each]  
has received  

the other human being  
as a gift.”
(TOB 13:4) 

See EveryBODY as a Gift



Reaching Others with Truth and Love
A Loving and Truthful Response to Sensitive Topics

Extreme:

“Truth” with No Love
“I only care about the what the 

Church teaches; I don’t care 
about her feelings at all.”

Evangelizing by Accompaniment

!e Way Jesus Did It: 
Truth and Love

“‘Where are your accusers? Didn’t even one of them 
condemn you?’ ‘No, Lord,’ she said. And Jesus said, 
‘Neither do I. Go and sin no more.’” —John 8:10-11

Pastoral Office

Listening & Dialogue
Start by Speaking with the Parents

Context
family background • ask questions

really listen • a!rm emotions

Have Child Focus on Education
concern for child’s well-being • compassion 
continual dialogue • classroom • etiquette

Teaching Office

The Truth of the Body
Inform Parents about the Truth of the Body

The Design of the Body
"e body is a gift to be received 

science matters • statistics*

The Whole Human Person
Developmental Phases: 

sexual, religious, intellectual, & physical

Reaching the Whole Person through Truth AND Love

Extreme:

“Love” with No Truth
“Her feelings are all that matter; 

I don’t want to hurt or o#end her.”

BOTH

*For example: as many as 98% of gender confused boys and 88% of gender confused girls eventually accept 
their biological sex after naturally passing through puberty. (see !e American College of Pediatricians)

© Copyright 2019 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.

Listening & Dialogue AND The Truth of the Body

+ =



Objective TruthPersonal Experience

Experiencing the Truth  
in the Heart

Guiding & Loving Our Students

Based on TOB. © Copyright 2016 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.



Objective TruthPersonal Experience
“I really like 

my gay uncle.”

“What am I 
supposed to 

believe?”

“I feel 
di!erent.”

“In search of 
his identity…” Experiencing the Truth  

in the Heart

Guiding & Loving Our Students

Based on TOB. © Copyright 2016 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.



Objective TruthPersonal Experience

!e Body as  
a Sacrament

“!e body has 
deep meaning.”

Experiencing the Truth  
in the Heart

“God made 
them male and 

female…”

“!e opposite 
of love is use.”

Guiding & Loving Our Students

Based on TOB. © Copyright 2016 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.



Objective TruthPersonal Experience
“I really like 

my gay uncle.”

“What am I 
supposed to 

believe?”

“I feel 
di!erent.”

“In search of 
his identity…”

!e Body as  
a Sacrament

“"e body has 
deep meaning.”

Parents / Teachers / Friends

Experiencing the Truth  
in the Heart

“God made 
them male and 

female…”

“"e opposite 
of love is use.”

Free to  
Love Others

A Whole  
Person…

Guiding & Loving Our Students

Based on TOB. © Copyright 2016 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.



Personalistic Norm

NoBODY should be used (bullied). 

EveryBODY deserves love. 
“His [or her] life is meaningless if 
he doesn’t experience love.” (JPII, 

Redeemer of Man, 10)



TOB Concept: The Body Reveals the Person

“Look, a body that
expresses the ‘person’” 

(TOB 14:4).







Thanks to my body,
I know I am a boy!

18





Thanks to my body,
I know I am a girl!

20



It is good that 
I am a girl.

21



Correspondence Theory
of Truth (CTT) (from Aristotle)

When you were a mere baby, you—without 
knowing it—began to be formed in this 

philosophy, CTT! You learned in your native 
tongue what we humans call a nose, a 

mouth, ears, and eyes. Therefore, you were 
able to be in a communion of persons with 

your family. 
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Observation, Science, and the Body

a ! is not a " 

a # is not a $ 

a % is not a & 
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Observation, Science, and the Body

a ! is not a " 



Philosophy Truth of Body

Descartes
“I think; therefore, I am”— Only the mind matters

If we see a body, we know the person exists and  
deserves a response of love. Matter matters!

Hobbes
We are in a state of war as enemies

!e male body and the female body are ordered  
toward each other: we are made for love for union 

Luther
We are dung covered in snow

While fallen, our bodies can experience redemption;  
we are made for greatness—for love

Machievelli
Use people for your own gain

 !e body is meant for love;  
the opposite of love is use which brings misery 

Freud
Only biology and psychology cause our sexual urges

!e body is biology and theology!  
Sexual desire is good; it reminds us we are made to love  

and be in communion with others.

Marx
Money and power are our greatest desires

Our bodies are directed toward others;  
love and belonging are our greatest desires. 

Bacon
“Man’s conquest over nature” 

We are to submit to the meaning of the body—love:  
“Love conquers all!”

Philosophies that Distort the Meaning of the Body

© Copyright 2014 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.





Real Philosophy

“Reality is made by the 
powerful, not discovered by 

the wise.” pg. 98
That’s why TOBET is developing a 
high school curriculum which 
includes philosophy. Distributed 
through CatholicBrain.com 
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Chromosomes Determine the Sex of a Child

!e sex of a human is decided at the  
embryonic stage by the fusion of a sperm cell  

of the father and an egg cell of the mother.  
!e sperm carries one sex chromosome  

(it can be either an X or a Y chromosome)  
while the egg carries the X chromosome. 

!erefore, half of the embryo’s DNA comes from 
the sperm, and the other half from the egg.  
If the egg is fertilized by a sperm bearing an  

X chromosome, the embryo will contain two X 
chromosomes (XX). If the egg is fertilized  

by a sperm bearing a Y chromosome, the embryo 
will contain X and Y chromosomes (XY). 

As a result of the combination of the sperm and 
egg, the sex of the embryo will be determined as 

either a female (XX) or a male (XY).
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Sociological Statistics

98% of boys who 
are gender-confused 

accept their biological 
sex after puberty

From “Gender Ideology Harms Children,” 
!e American College of Pediatricians, 

March 2016      acpeds.org

88% of girls who 
are gender-confused 

accept their biological 
sex after puberty

98% 88%



Based on concepts of Ryan T. Anderson. © Copyright 2021 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.

Sex + Gender = !e TOB Approach

Within the God-given limit of biology, 

we have true freedom to express ourselves creatively

as long as our expression does not contradict  
the truth of love or the truth of one’s sex.

Sex
Biological reality  
of male or female

Gender
Social expression  

of that reality







The Austin Institute

ROGD (rapid onset gender dysphoria) 
stats and workshops

Ex. In 2011, only one clinic in US. 
Now, US has 60 gender identity clinics.
Up to 80% are female and middle 
school and early high school. 

austin-institute.org
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Stereotype or Truth?

False 
Stereotypes

For a man:  
“I must act macho.” 

“I can’t dance  
in a ballet.”

For a woman:
“I must wear makeup  

and high heels.”
“I can’t be a mom.”

False 
Freedom

“I can be 
whatever 
I feel.”

Objective 
Truth

“I am male.”

“I am female.”



Pope Saint John Paul :
“And this 

theology of the body 
is the basis of… the most 
appropriate method of…

man’s education…”
TOB 59:3







!e Body Matters!

No  
Deeper  

Meaning

Deeper  
Meaning

Based on John Paul II’s understanding of detachment in TOB.  
© Copyright 2014 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.







Identity and 
One’s Awareness of the Body

“Basing himself on the experience of his own body…”

“...Original solitude[is linked to]the awareness of the body.” 

“Man’s definition[emerges]from the beginning [being in] the 
visible world as a body among bodies and discovers the 

meaning of his own bodiliness.”

“Consciousness of the body seems to be identical in this case 
with the discovery of the complexity of one’s own 

structure...consisting in the the relation of body and soul.”
-TOB 6:3-4 & 7:1



GENDER IDEOLOGY 
is Detachment

but…
THE BODY MATTERS…

IT HAS MEANING



Finding One’s Identity
“Concupiscence brings with 
it…difficulty in identifying 
oneself with one’s body...
in one’s own subjectity, 

but even more so...of other 
human beings.” 

TOB 29:4
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Purifying Desire !rough Truth:
My Real Self

My real self—healthy, joyful, and free to thrive.
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Concrete Steps You Might Take:
Remember, the BODY matters

1. Remember the Language of your BODY. Show calmness! 
2. Remember not just the one person (someBODY) but the 

Common Good (everyBODY). 
(Private vs. Public conversations).

3. Remember the students’ BODIES—little bodies need little, 
simple (not complex) answers. Older BODIES (persons) 
tell you they need more complex answers. 

4. EveryBODY needs someBODY. (Tell administrators/parents)
5. The BODY tells us we are gifts, made for love. Love at all 

times, and remember it takes time.



Concrete Steps
An example: A five year old girl says she wants to 

be a boy. 

1. Remember the Language of your BODY. Show calmness! 
2. Jane, I am glad you expressed yourself. Let’s keep talking after 

class (someBODY) and (everyBODY). (Private vs. Public 
conversations). 

3. Little BODIES (persons) tell you they need simple answers. 
(Receive, then give, follow up. See above slideshow.) (You 
found out through listening that she is jealous of her little brother.)

4. EveryBODY needs someBODY. (Tell administrators/parents)
5. The BODY tells us we are gifts, made for love. She is a gift, 
and YOU are a gift. At this time in your life, you can help this girl 
to find her identity in Christ. Love at all times, and remember it 
takes time. 



Concrete Steps
An example: A twelve year old boy announces 
to his class, I’m now a girl. Please call me ____.

1. Remember the Language of your BODY. Show calmness! 
2. John, I am glad you expressed yourself. Let’s talk after class 

and get back to the classwork. (someBODY) and 
(everyBODY). (Private vs. Public conversations). (May need 
more response, but perhaps another day.)

3. Older BODIES (persons) tell you they need more complex 
answers. (Receive, then give, follow up. See above slideshow.)
4. EveryBODY needs someBODY. (Tell administrators/parents)
5. The BODY tells us we are gifts, made for love. He is a gift, and 
YOU are a gift. At this time in your life, you can help this boy to 
find his identity in Christ. Love at all times, and remember it 
takes time. 





TOB Concept
“Man [Male and female] became 
the image of God not only through 

his own humanity,
but also through

a communion of persons”
(TOB 9:3). 
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Social Media Links:
https://www.facebook.com/theologyofthebodyevangelizationteam
https://www.instagram.com/tobetinc
https://twitter.com/TOBETinc

https://www.facebook.com/theologyofthebodyevangelizationteam
https://www.instagram.com/tobetinc
https://twitter.com/TOBETinc


The next few slides are in 
addition to the podcast

tobet.org



Marital Ordering of Creation and Redemption

Creation Redemption

Based on TOB 94:5. © Copyright 2013 by Monica Ashour. All rights reserved.
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Navigating the Transgender Landscape

childparentrights.org
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Navigating the Transgender Landscape

childparentrights.org
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Navigating the Transgender Landscape

childparentrights.org
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Navigating the Transgender Landscape

childparentrights.org




